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2011 Outlook
GDP GROWTH:
3.2%
UNEMPLOYMENT:
9.4%
INFLATION:
1.75%
FED FUNDS RATE:
0.35%

Correction in the Making?
The economy and corporate profits are rising. According to Macro
Advisors, gross domestic product (GDP) is currently rising at a 3 to 4
percent annualized rate. Inflation is reasonably low. Interest rates, while
up, appear to be reasonably well contained. Politically, our leaders seem
to be “vectoring” their views towards the center of the spectrum. All-in-all
it is a productive time for stocks.
In September, we suggested a short-to-intermediate term trend was
emerging in which the stock market may produce reasonably good
returns. Since that time, stock prices, as measured by the Standard and
Poor’s 500 Index, have generated a return of 13.4 percent to last night’s
close.This move in stock prices represents an annualized return of 41.4
percent. Over the long-term, stock prices have risen by an average of
roughly seven percent annually. So, to say this upward move has been
strong is an understatement!
Fundamentally, we have a hard time making a strong case as to a major
correction in stock prices. As stated above, the picture is pretty clear –
this has turned into a good investment environment for U.S. and
worldwide equity markets.

Technically Stretched
To many investors, “technical” analysis is like attempting to predict stock
prices by reading the stars. We disagree with these thoughts and attempt
to keep technical analysis in its proper place. What is technical analysis?
Basically, it is studying patterns and trends in stock price chart
formations (or entire market price formations). From a historical
standpoint, certain types of formations or price violations tend to raise
the probability of a certain outcome occurring. Why? Much of this has to
do with investor psychology. But investor psychology is very important –
as psychology tends to drive behavior over short periods of time.

Where are we? From a technical standpoint, this market has moved up, a lot, over a reasonably short period
of time. Has the move been excessive? Please consider the following:
1. The Standard and Poor’s Index is currently trading at 10.1 percent above its 200-day moving
average. In April of last year, the market was trading at 11.4 percent above its 200-day. Over the
next two and a half months, the market corrected by 15.6 percent in value. Back in October of 2007
(at the all-time market peak), the market was selling at 13.3 percent above its 200-day moving
average. We all know what happened following that peak. From a historical standpoint, the market
has a hard time maintaining an uptrend when the short-term trajectory of the market move is this
high above its 200-day moving average.
2. The S&P 500 has been trading for 105 days without closing below its 50-day moving average. This
has only happened on 17 other periods – since 1928.
3. Since the low in March, 2009, the market has traded in “waves” – moves upward and downward.
We are in the middle of the 4th upward “wave.” The following is data from the first three “waves”:
Date
3/6/09 – 6/11/09
7/10/09 – 1/14/10
2/8/10 – 4/23/10
Average
7/2/10 – 1/18/11
(current move)

% Upward Move
38.3%
30.6%
15.2%
28.0%

Date
6/11/09 – 7/10/09
1/14/10 – 2/8/10
4/23/10 – 7/2/10
Average

% Downward Move
-7.0%
-8.0%
-16.0%
-10.3%

26.6%

This data is self-evident that based on the last two years of market activity, the current move may be
a little “long in the tooth.”
4. According to Ned Davis Research, the “Crowd Sentiment” poll is now at 71.8 percent bullish.
Basically, this means that of those folks polled, almost 72 percent believe stock prices will move
higher. This matches the bullish sentiment on three other occasions over the last number of years,
the last being in October of 2007 – at the all time high. Why is this important? Basically, the theory
goes - If the vast majority of folks are positive on stock prices, there are few investors left to continue
purchasing stocks, and supposedly the next move should be to the downside.

Final Word
We don’t pretend to know where and how the market is going to trade. However, based on historical
standards, risks appear to be rising for at least a temporary setback in stock prices to occur. We believe over
the long-term; the market is driven by fundamentals – earnings, interest rates, political environment, etc. The
majority of these fundamental trends are positive. However, over short periods of time, technical
considerations need to be recognized.
Is the market setting itself up for a correction? Perhaps. At this time, if this comes to pass, we would treat
weakness in the market as a short-term, but perhaps worrying trend.
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